
Rang a Trí      Seachtain: 25/05/20- 29/05/20 

Hi boys and girls, I hope you had a lovely weekend. Thank you for sending on the 

Quarantine acrostic poems- they were fantastic! You have wonderful imaginations 

and creativity- Keep it up!  

Here is this week’s work, try your best with it. Have a good week  

Monday  25/05/20 

Spellings Week 32 (Complete activity at bottom of 

page) 

Irish Spellings P.58 (Folens Wizard book) Learn the first 8 

spellings in Seomra leapa section- (leaba- 

lampa) 

Tables Divide by 11 

Mental Maths Week 33 Monday  

Busy at Maths 

AREA: Remember – 

Area is the measure of how much space a 
shape takes up.  

P. 161- AREA 

 

Have a look at the Area powerpoint (pdf) to 

help you also.  

English  Read at Home P.91  

Gaeilge- Choose an option Write Nuacht from the weekend or  
Put 6 of this week’s Irish spellings into 

sentences. 

English Creative Writing  

 

(If you can, please send me your Writing 

game Thank you letter by email and I will 

try to guess what the object is!) No worries 

if you cannot send it on either.  

Writing Game:  
 

This week I would like you to write a thank 

you letter to something you wouldn’t 

normally thank- e.g. your bed, your shoes, 

your breakfast!  

Use two/ three paragraphs to describe why 

you are thanking it. Don’t mention the 
actual object- Everyone has to guess what 

the object is! Use your imagination! 

  

 

Tuesday 26/05/20 

Spellings Week 32 

Irish Spellings P.58 (Folens Wizard book) 

Tables Divide by 11 

Mental Maths Week 33 Tuesday 

Busy at Maths 

AREA: Remember – 

Short way of getting the area of a regular 

shape:  

P. 162- AREA 

 



*Count the number in the top row and 

multiply by the number of rows * 

EIP Day 148 

Handwriting P.50 

English/ History 

(Be sure to send me your Rosa Parks fact 

file if you can by email- no pressure if you 

cannot.) 

Read at Home P.92-  

Rosa Parks stood up for her civil rights in 

the state of Alabama. Instead of answering 

the questions in this article, I would like 

you to research Rosa Parks with the help of 

an adult and make a little fact file about 

why she is such an important part of 

history.  

Gaeilge Sin é P. 78 (listen to and read with mp3 

recording) Answer the questions in copy. 

 

Cá dtéann damhán alla? Where did the 

spider go? 

Cad atá sa chuisneoir? What is in the 

fridge? 

Cad ata sa chófra? What is in the press? 

Cá bhfuil an cáca? Where is the cake? 

Cad atá faoin mbord? What is under the 

table? 

Cad atá ar an gcathaoir? What is on the 

chair? 

 

 

Wednesday  27/05/20 

Spellings Week 32 

Irish Spellings P.58 (Folens Wizard book) 

Tables Divide by 11 

Mental Maths Week 33 Wednesday 

Busy at Maths 

AREA: Remember – 

Short way of getting the area of a regular 

shape:  

*Count the number in the top row and 

multiply by the number of rows * 

P. 163- AREA 

 

For Question 4 remember the easy way to 

find the area of these shapes- count the 

small number of squares in the top row and 

multiply it by the number of rows, for 

example Q.4 (a)- 8 squares x 5 rows = 40 

 

EIP Day 149 

English 

 

Read at Home P.93  

Gaeilge- seanfhocal: 

 
Níl aon tinteán mar do thinteán féin!  

There’s no home like your own home. 

 

Look at the pdf powerpoint of different 

types of houses- select your chosen house  

 

Sin é P. 79 Inis faoi do theach féin- 



Design a poster with this seanfhocal and 

write about your own house in Irish using 

the questions on the right.  

 

(Be sure to send a picture of your 

completed poster by email if you can).  

 

 

 

For example; Tá mé i mo chónaí i mbungaló. 

Tá dath buí air. Tá cúig seomra codlata 

ann. Tá gairdín mór in aice leis an teach. Tá 

garáiste ann freisin.  
 

Describe your house to me.  

Draw a picture of your house and answer 

the questions about it on the page. You can 

also add in your own sentences about the 

house if you would like to also.  

Cén dath atá air? What colour is it? 

Cé mhéad seomra codlata atá ann? How 

many bedrooms? 

Cé mhéad fuinneog ata ann? How many 

windows? 

An bhfuil gairdín ann? Is there a garden? 

An bhfuil garáiste ann? Garage 

An bhfuil staighre ann? Tá staighre ann/ Níl 

staighre ann. 

 

 

Thursday  28/05/20 

Spellings Week 32 

Irish Spellings P.58 (Folens Wizard book) 

Tables Divide by 11 

Mental Maths Week 33 Thursday and Friday 

Busy at Maths 

AREA: Remember – 

Short way of getting the area of a regular 

shape:  

*Count the number in the top row and 

multiply by the number of rows * 

P. 164- AREA 

 

(Be careful with the area of the lawn- it is 

not a regular shape so count the squares 

instead!) 

 

EIP Day 150 

English 

 

Read at Home P.94 - Planets  

Handwriting P.51 

Gaeilge 
  

    Sin é P. 80 

 

 

Friday  22/05/20 

Spellings Spellings test 

Irish Spellings Irish spellings test  

Tables Tables test divide by 11 

Busy at Maths Try the Area Challenge cards (pdf sheet) if 

you would like an extra challenge today!  

EIP Revision Pg. 91 

Handwriting P.52 

Gaeilge- Choose one- (Activity A or B) Sin é P. 81 

Put the pictures and sentences in the 

correct order. 



Lunchtime Literacy!  
 

(Writing game)  

 

Play this game with someone at home- see 

who finds an answer to each question the 

fastest- count your total score!  

 

Picky plates game: 
 

Find a food........ 

 

 with 1 syllable (e.g. rice) 

 with 2 syllables 

 with 3 syllables 

 with 4 syllables 

 beginning with a vowel 

 beginning with a consonsant 

 containing 3 vowels 

 that rhymes with another food 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Some Extra activities for busy beavers : 

 

SESE: Login to EDCO learning website using the 

Username= primaryedcobooks   Password= edco2020 

From the list of books on the bookshelf page select Window on the World History 

Third Class 

Look at Unit 3- Toys and Unit 13- The space age 

 

P.E.: https://www.thebodycoach.com/blog/pe-with-joe-1254.html Live workout everyday at 9a.m. 

 

Grow in Love 3rd class- Lesson- Theme 9: Celtic Christianity 

Log in details for Grow in Love website - 

Email: trial@growinlove.ie 

Password: growinlove 

(Select the 3rd class book and Theme 9) 

 

Reading: Read a short story book to a younger sibling/ family member. 

 

https://www.thebodycoach.com/blog/pe-with-joe-1254.html
mailto:trial@growinlove.ie

